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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION Ill

-Report Nos. 50-254/92020(DRSS); 50-265/92020(DRSS)

Docket Nos. 50-254; 50-265 License Nos. DPR-29; DPR-30

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company >

1400.0 pus Place
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Facility Name: Quad Cities Nuclear Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2

. Inspection At: -Quad Cities Site, Cordova, Illinois

inspection Conducted: 29 and 30, 1992 '

Inspector: U 0
Dhte /

'
Approved By: M h

Radiological- Cfntrols, Section 1 D' ate /

Inspectirn Summarv-

Insoection on July 29 and 30.1992 (Recort Nos. 50-254/92020(ORSS): 50-

265/92020(DRSS))
Areas Inspected: . Special _ announced inspection-to review circumstances
surrounding _.a shipment of radioactively contaminated material which exceeded
Department of Transportation requirements.-
Results: Within the- area. inspected, two apparent- violations were noted. _ The
first was for not ensuring that the package did not exceed allowable limits
(49 CFR=173.475(i)), and the second was for exceeding the external dose rate
limits-of 200 millirem /hr on the package (49 CFR 173.441(b)(1)). - The' apparent
root cause of these violations was an inadequate survey due to personnel error
-(Section 2)).
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DETAILS

- 1. Patiqns Contacted

A. Lewis, Radiation Protection Manager
* J.--Jessen,.-Radiation Protection
* G. Powell, Lead Health Physicist
* J. Tietz,_ Technical Supervisor
* M._Zinnen, Radiation _ Protection Supervisor

The inspector also interviewed other personnel involved in the shipment
during this intpection.

* P. Prescott, Resident Inspector, NRC

* Present at the Exit Meeting on July 30,1992

2. -Transportation Event-

The inspector examined the circumstances surrounding the shipment
-on July 16, 1992, of Radioactive Material-LSA to the Millstone
Nuclear Power Station which exceeded transportation requirements.
The shipment contained underwater cutting equipment used to cut up
contro.1 rod: blades -in the. spent. fuel pool. The shipment was
received at Millstone on July 20, 1992. Information regarding the
findings and the licensee's corrective actions was gathered
through interviews with licensee personnel, and _ review of shipping

-papers,. surveys, and the licensee's investigation findings.

a. Event Description

. Prior to loading the-underwater. cutting equipment, a radiation
protection technician (RPT) detected a.1000 millirem /hr hot spot
on a dump- bucket, which -is -a removable piece- of--equipment used
inside the cutter. 'The RPT attempted to remove the hot spot, but
was unsuccessful. The:bu-ket was subsequently. loaded into the
shipping box with the hot spot inadvertently placed against the
bottom. Normally, the bucket is _ loaded into the cutter device.
placing it several-inches'above the bottom. The package was<

) laced on an exclusive use open vehicle in an 8 by 8 by 12 foot-

jox which was lashed down to the trailer. Welded to the bottom of

the box were several 4 by 4 inch steel beams that rested on the
flat bed trailer, a _ configuration that would nct allow access to
the area of the-hot spot.

.

Once p cking was completed,. another RPT: (who was apparently not
.

H inforns : about the 1000 millirem /hr-hot spot during a shift
turnove.) performed two surveys of the package as it'was being
transferred to the truck. These surveys found no radiation levels
in excess of 90 millirem /hr. However, the surveys were performed
with an ion chamber 'w' ich precluded survey of the entire underside
-of the pac'xage without walking under it. The final departure

' survey was performed using an extendable probe instrument while
L
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the package was on the truck. The highest surface reading
recorded uas 125 millirem /hr on the bottom of the package when in
' fact the highest dose rate was about 1500 millirem /hr. This is an
apparent violation of 49 CFR 173.475(i) which requires that the
shipper ensures the package does not exceed allowable limits on
the package (Escalated Enforcement Item 50-254/92020-01),
following completion of the shipping papers, the shipment was sent
to the Millstone Station.

On July 20, 1992, the licensee was notified by telephone that RP
personnel at Millstone Station had found radiation levels from 600
to 1500 millirem /hr on a one by two foot area on the bottom of the
shipping package prior to unloading. Quad Cities RP
representatives were sent to Millstone Station and together with
Millstone RP personnel, determined the dump bucket as the source
of the 1500 millirem /hr radiation reading. This is an apparent
violation of 49 CFR 173.441(b)(1) requirements that radiation
levels at the surface of a package of radioactive material offered
for transport not exceed 200 millirem /hr if transported in an
exclusive use open vehicle (Escalated Enforcement item 50-
254/92020-02). Millstone's arrival survey also showed that
radiation levels on the vehicle met t5e applicable requirements of
49 CFR 173.441(b)(2).

b. Root Cause

The root cause of this event was an inadequate survey of the
package before shipment caused LT personnel error. Contributing
factors included inadvertent placement of that part of the bucket
with the highest dose rate onto the bottom of the package contrary
to normal practice of shipping the bucket inside the cutter, and
poor communications between the two different RPTs who covered the
job.

c. Licensee Corrective Action

Immediate corrective actions included instructions to radiation
protection personnel to use extendable probe instruments
(teletectors) for all packages containing items within the package
with radiation levels exceeding 200 millirem /hr, and emphasizing
the importance of a thorough survey through discussions with the
RPTs. In addition, this matter will be included in the formal
radwaste training sessions. Final corrective actions include

. procedural changes to require use of teletector instruments for
these types of shipments and administrative changes to strengthen
the shipment verification process.

3. Exit Interview

The scope and finding of the inspection were reviewed with licensee
representatives (Section 1) at the conclusion of the inspection on
July 30, 1992. The inspector discussed his observations and the
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ap?arent. violations associated with this event. Also discussed was the
li(ely. inform 4tional content of the inspection report with regard to.
documents or processes. reviewed by the inspector during the inspection.
Licensee representatives did not identify an such documents or
processes as proprietary.
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